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About This Game

"Out of ammunition. God Save the King." – This was the message sent by the British forces in the final hours of the struggle for
Arnhem Bridge. It was intended for the Allied forces, but it was only heard by the Germans.

Close Combat – Last Stand Arnhem is a highly enhanced new release of Close Combat, using the latest Close Combat engine
with many additional improvements. Its design is based on the critically acclaimed Close Combat – A Bridge Too Far, originally
developed by Atomic Games, as well as the more recent Close Combat: The Longest Day. This is the most ambitious and most

improved of the new Close Combat releases.

As the Allies, you will carry out the world’s largest airborne operation, Operation Market Garden, to cross the Rhine and bring a
swift end to the war or, as the Germans, use a hastily organized set of defense forces to prevent the Allies from reaching their

ultimate goal, Arnhem Bridge. Close Combat – Last Stand Arnhem comes with expanded force pools, reserve & static
battlegroups, a troop point buying system, ferry and assault crossings, destructible bridges, static forces and much more! Also

included in this rebuild are 60+ battles, operations and campaigns including a new enhanced Grand Campaign!

FEATURES

•Highly enhanced release based on the critically acclaimed Close Combat: A Bridge Too far title, originally developed by
Atomic Games, and the latest Close Combat: The Longest Day.
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•Expanded strat layer with new strat map image as well as 64 gorgeous hand-drawn tactical maps.
•Comes with all new 60+ battles, operations and campaigns including a new enhanced Grand Campaign.

•Many new game features including troop point buying system, destructible bridges, ferry and assault river crossings, night-time
battles, flare effects, and more!

•A point buying system - each battle group and parent formation has a limited pool of points to be spent to buy teams from the
Force Pool.

•Bridge demolition and repair.
•Assault river crossings and ferry river crossings.

•Front line and Reserve Battlegroups
•Improved Battlegroup management ability to stack battle groups, ability to merge battle groups, ability for one battlegroup to

lend teams to another, ability for battlegroups to move through each other on the strat map.
•Static troops a small number of teams associated with a specific map will defend the map even if no battlegroup is present.

•Ability to specify starting turn (of starting day) for operations and campaigns to the scenario editor.
•Ability to specify arrival turn for reinforcements in scenario editor. Increased maximum number of turns / day to 6.

•Size/echelon data for battle groups (i.e. Company / Battalion / Regiment) which controls the number of team slots available in
battle group screen.

•Parent formation tracking for battle groups
•The parent formation for both 1 Para Bde and 4 Para Bde will be British 1st Airborne Division, for example.

•Reduced aerial re-supply effectiveness if an enemy battle group is present on the target map.
•Video playback at battle / campaign / operation start and each new day of the grand campaign.

•Even more improvements have been made to the AI to reduce some of the more inadequate performance issues, in particular
with respect to vehicle pathing, the 'crawl of death', and Team and Unit morale and response in general.

•Battle the enemy in the darkness. Includes simulated flare effects where ability to see the enemy troops is effected by flare
deployment.

•Comes with all new 60+ battles, operations and campaigns.
•Expanded strat layer with new strat map image as well as 64 gorgeous hand-drawn tactical maps. That's an additional 21

tactical map slots over the original game!
•New reports at the end of battle showing campaign cohesion and VL control track your progress after each bout.

•Display of battlegroup cohesion and fatigue status.
•Game accepts maps up to 4800x4800 pixels as compared to the stock CC5 map size of 3600x3600 pixels.

•Off-board or off-map support quantities now tied to difficulty level.
•Improved graphical communication of strat map connections.

•Game can be played in windowed mode.
•Tweaked User Interface graphics, with nearly all new planes, vehicles and map graphics.

•Also includes carefully crafted game play manual No longer requires second party utilities for modding to provide years of
additional gaming excitement.

•Among the moddable features: ALL strat layer features, ALL campaign details including weather, turns per day, scoring, all
support mission types for both sides and locations, battlegroup recycling, battlegroup retreat/disband, supply and much more!

•Teams, battlegroups, elements, forcepools soldiers, vehicles, and weapons files maximum number of entries extended.
•Capable of representing multiple nationalities with varying capabilities available to both sides.

•Capable of simulating airborne battlegroup deployment drop zones.
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have a good PC, can play most games on max graphic's to include Ark. Crashes all the time.... I've played this game for over
40+ hours. I find something about the stupid lines and incredibly stupid game design somewhat cathartic. It's a great game to
drink or smoke too.

I would not suggest you buy it though. It's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and unless you love
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games you'll go insane playing it. I got this game, played for about five minutes by
myself, and was absolutely hooked. I honestly could not find a single thing that could be improved. Five Stars!. If you guys
wanna have a more fun, but f*cked up way of playing, download the first person mod.. The fighting mechanics for this game
are pretty solid.
Some of it could be finetuned, the dialogue has a lot of errors and some sentences aren't even grammatically correct but I
believe it was written in-house for foreign speakers of English.
Overall, you'll get a lot of enjoyment out of the game if you like a more realistic style of fighting over the modern platform
fighters today.
Bonus points for you if you've taken a serious interest in Karate and have trained to compete in full contact tournaments.. Nice
and brief (2 hrs). Kept my interest for the duration and didn't drag on :). The new Frederick builds upon the gameplay of the
original, with two new notes and new rhythm styles. This new game uses the same cutscene-then-song format, though (and
horray for that!) The cutscenes seem longer, the songs seem longer, but I think I prefer the classical remixes of the original.
Having played through both games, I can say that they work 100% perfectly on ubuntu linux. It took me a long time to warm up
to the Frederick games, but these have become some of my favorite games to play.

As if it were even possible, this game is even more demanding than the first. There are two levels, where there is simply no
pattern to the notes. The only way to mastery is through obscene memorization or lightning reflexes. For this reason, I believe
the original Frederick has better gameplay, even while this sequel is still very good. The original Frederic feels more fair, and I
only recommend Evil Strikes Back, after the reader has an appreciation for this type of gameplay from the original.

This game uses the Unity Game Engine. It takes 1,800 MBs of diskspace. I played this game with the keyboard only, with an
ubuntu linux desktop with radeon mesa graphic drivers. I recommend this game to anyone who can appreciate music, and it will
show them a deeper appreciation for music, tonality, and rhythm. The Frederic games are some of my favorite Steam games,
and I keep coming back to them again and again. I am very grateful for the experiences.. This Grey Robot is awesome for some
tech fun like playing a robot or making tech metal home and decorating it using mannequins equipped with this robot set.Also
his light energy parts glow in the dark or shade.He is awesome.If you Like it , Afford it , or simply want to support the game's
further Developement, Definetly Buy him.

He also has a slightly different, Round-er Gold Brother!!!. It could be a good game if they ever finish it.
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This was a beautiful story and I loved the roadtrip through the south! The story is realistic and relatable. Visuals were nice and
accurate to the cities they were representing. Really good job. A lot of love went into this project. I would love a part two or to
see a similar theme explored.. Addictive in its own weird little way. I can only play in about 10 minute blasts but keep wanting
to go back later and improve.
Also the music is right up my street.. Utter waste of time.. Below average artwork.

Its a sliding tile puzzle. The originals were numbered and fairly easy to do as you can imagine the solution and work towards it.
In this game the puzzle is a badly drawn and poorly coloured picture with one blank piece. Which might work if you could get
yourself to care about solving it, but frankly I couldn't.

Maybe with better Artwork you could get over the motivation issue, as is it seems most people buy the game and give up before
solving a single puzzle. If that's what the developers were aiming for well done...

Can't see me completing a single puzzle was hoping for an achievement clicker and its not that.

. It's a very fun and quaint game. It's peaceful and enjoyable.

And it's full of game-breaking bugs. Bugs causing black screens, bugs blocking your continued progress, bugs causing crashes.
Bugs locking you out of rooms.

Can't recommend in this state and, unfortunately, I don't suspect it will ever be fixed given the last update was 3 years ago.

Watch a Let's Play on Youtube and spare yourself the annoyance of losing your progress to one of the many bugs.. Runaway: A
Twist of Fate, is the third and final (as of right now) entry into the Runaway game trilogy. The story, while leaping ahead a bit in
time from the cliffhanger ending of Runaway: Dream of the Turtle, can be considered a direct sequel since it wraps up the
events from that game.

If you have played either of the other two games, which is recommended if you want to know the full story, then you will be
familiar with the control scheme. This is a point and click adventure, with the left and right mouse buttons used to explore and
pick up items. In your inventory you can examine and combine items, and select them to use in the environment. The puzzles
are on the same level of difficulty as the first two games. There are no ways to fail, so if you are having trouble just keep
exploring and combining items until you find the solution. A nice addition is a button to press that will show you all the hotspots
in an area. That definitely helps make some of the pixel hunting go a lot faster.

The graphics have seen a nice upgrade from the previous game. My biggest complaint, the character models, have been
improved, and while still not the best, are more than serviceable. The backgrounds are as nice as they have been in the Runaway
series.

The voice acting and sound continues to be done well. There are some new original songs in Runaway: A Twist of Fate. Plenty
of effort has been put into making the sound top quality.

One of my biggest complaints of the series has been the underwhelming involvement of Gina. Although saving her is a main
plot point of the first two games, she is never really present for much of the games. You have no chance to form any sort of
attachment to her. That is addressed in this game, where you will be able to control Gina for large parts of the game. She almost
feels like a new character, because you did not have much interaction with her in the previous games. Brian is clearly a different
character than when he began the first game, but it makes sense after the adventures you have been on together.

Runaway: A Twist of Fate felt like the shortest game in the series. However, what is there is very enjoyable, and I would much
rather play a shorter game that is filled with quality content than a longer game that wears out its welcome.
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I fully recommend Runaway: A Twist of Fate. I felt like the previous game, Dream of the Turtle, was a drop in quality in the
series, but the trilogy ends on a high note. An additional adventure in the saga of Brian and Gina would be welcome.

Grade: B+. As the 'Zen' name implies, this is a very simplistic game where the goal is to carefully manipulate a 3D object in
order to wrap it in twine. But as someone who dabbles in real physical arts and DIY, the experience falls way short and quickly
gets boring.. My god this game is boring.

I'm sorry but I'd have it easier if this game was a comic; it has the same level of interactivity, you just hit space for most of what
I played until sometimes an option will pop up that would progress a dialog tree. Like seriously, there's no porn, there's no
voices, there's no minigames I got to see nothing that "erotic" this is softcore erotism, not even softcore pron.

At least some visual novels have a few answers when a character engages yours, here I was just like "will it ask me what I th- oh
it won't the character will just do as it's said". That was so boring.

It'd be worth it if the busty girls at least got topless, or if those boobs were animated, that'd make me stick around. But no, the
plot was just "local kid goes trap gets fined for SWL (straight while lesbian)".. Tr\u00e8s belle petite surprise que ce petit jeu.
Vous incarnez un cam\u00e9l\u00e9on agent secret dont le but est de prendre des photos compromettantes, voler une recette,
traquer un gros rat... Pour se faire, il vous faudra toute votre habilet\u00e9 pour d\u00e9fier les 75 niveaux du jeu et \u00e9viter
poissons, rats, robots, cam\u00e9ra, mouches g\u00e9antes... Votre arme principale ? Comme tout bon cam\u00e9l\u00e9on,
vous pouvez alterner entre 4 couleurs afin de vous fondre dans le paysage (Sur des tapis, des pots de peintures, des taches au
sol). Mais ce n'est pas tout, \u00e0 votre disposition \u00e9galement, des boites en carton (pour vous y cacher), des armoires
\u00e0 d\u00e9placer afin de vous lib\u00e9rer un acc\u00e8s, des machines arr\u00eatant les mouvements....
Pour finir, restez bien accroch\u00e9 et concentr\u00e9. Si le jeu n'est pas si dur une fois la m\u00e9canique comprise, certains
succ\u00e8s (les 3 coccinelles en 17.5s ou le niveau 50 a faire sans changer de couleur) ou niveaux ne manqueront pas de vous
faire p\u00eater un cable !!! Tr\u00e8s chaude recommandation pour ma part et vivement la suite (D'ores et d\u00e9j\u00e0 en
pr\u00e9paration) MIAM !!!. During the first hour I felt there wasn't much to this game. I almost put it down and cut my losses.
However, I kept playing knowing that the game was progressing quickly. To my surprise some of the latter puzzles were VERY
CHALLENGING. A few of them were quite mind bending. This game certainly made my head hurt. I'm glad I'd stuck with it.
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